Graft flow predictive equation in distal bypass grafting for critical limb ischemia.
Graft flow (GF) seems to be an important prognostic predictor in distal bypass for critical limb ischemia, but previous studies have failed to clarify the association between GF and the graft prognosis. GF differs significantly among grafts, and each graft seems to have an optimal GF depending on various factors. We hypothesized that comparison between the measured GF (mGF) and optimal estimated GF (eGF) would be important in predicting graft prognosis. Herein, we aimed to develop a GF predictive equation by assessing GF determinants and to validate the equation against a clinical dataset. A total of 198 distal bypasses with vein grafts for critical limb ischemia from 2011 to 2016 were enrolled. Of these grafts, 135 normal grafts without any abnormalities on early postoperative ultrasound examination were used to develop and validate the equation. Various anatomic and patient-related factors were analyzed to detect GF determinants with stepwise selection, and the GF predictive equation was developed with multiple linear regression analysis. After developing the equation, all 198 grafts were categorized into two groups according to the equation developed based on data from the 135 normal grafts as follows: optimal flow grafts (OFGs), in which mGF > eGF - 14.6, and suboptimal flow grafts (SFGs), in which mGF < eGF - 14.6. The cutoff value of 14.6 was determined using receiver operating characteristic curves to detect graft abnormalities. By comparing OFGs and SFGs, the efficacy of the equation in predicting bypass abnormalities and graft prognosis was assessed. The GF determinants were runoff, hemodialysis (HD), diabetes mellitus (DM), and graft quality (GQ). The predictive equation was estimated as follows: GF(ml/min)=(32.9×run-off)+(9.9×GQ)-(13.0×DM)-(35.1×HD)+12.1 (R2 = 0.71, coefficient: runoff and GQ, 3 [good], 2 [fair], 1 [poor]; DM and HD, 1 [yes], 0 [no]). In the efficacy assessment of the equation, SFGs showed a significantly higher rate of bypass abnormalities (64.0% vs 12.2%; P < .0001), graft intermediate stenosis (10.7% vs 1.6%; P = .0071), graft critical stenosis (28.0% vs 3.2%; P < .0001), and early graft occlusion (17.3% vs 4.3%; P = .0037) than OFGs and were associated with a higher rate of revision surgery within 2 years after surgery (50.7% vs 34.2%; P = .026). SFGs also showed significantly lower primary patency rates (P < .0001) and secondary patency rates (P = .0005). GF was well-estimated with runoff, GQ, and the presence of DM and HD. A comparison between mGF and eGF, calculated with the equation, will help to detect bypass abnormalities and determine the necessity of additional intraoperative procedures and, thus, achieve optimal outcomes.